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Record Review 
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart: Music for Solo Keyboard. Minuet in D 
Maior (K. 355); Rondo in D Maior (X. 485): Sonata in B-flat Major 
(K. 570): Sonata in A Minor (K. 310); Adagio in C Maior (K. 356). 
Trevor Stephenson, fortepiano. Light and Shadow Productions 
(Madison, Wisconsin). 
Stephenson plays a modem replica of a late IS^-century Stein for- 
tepiano, built by Thomas Ciul (and customized by Stephenson and 
Norman Sheppard). The instrument is actually a hybrid, with a Stein 
case from about 1780 and a later Streicher (Stein's daughter) action, 
and is distinguished primarily by its adjustable metal Kapsels which 
hold the escapement.' The instrument seems to be badly regulated 
and voiced, as is evidenced by certain notes that repeatedly stick out 
and by the uneven striking and damping of the action.2 Leather- 
covered dampers that are slow to seat on the widely vibrating bass 
and tenor strings cause distracting buzzing noises. Such buzzing is, 
to be sure, not uncommon on fortepianos; however other Stein 
copies are not so pr~blematic.~ This is apparent in the Sonata in A 
Minor (K. 310), where Stephenson commences with a crisply arti- 
culated main theme, but where the triadic accompaniment soon 
builds up to an accumulation of noise that overwhelms the treble 
voice. This imbalance re-emerges in the development section, where 
a ^-note accompanimental pattern momentarily interrupts the train 
of thought and confuses the listener. 
Mr. Ciul informed Bruce Teter (conversation of Sept. 1996) that the instru- 
ment is a Zuckerman "Stein" kit, which Ciul modified by removing the back-check 
rail-a surprising change since this rail prevents the hammer from rebounding and 
restriking the string, a major fault of early fortepianos that lacked such a rail; he 
justified this by claiming greater tactile sensitivity. 
1 owe special thanks to the early keyboard builder and restorer Curtis Berak, 
early keyboard restorer and museum scientist Robert Portillo, and Bruce Teter for 
discussions on technical aspects and tonal qualities of fortepianos and this 
recording. 
The copy after a Stein of 1788 by C. Kelecom, for instance, is particularly 
satisfying, as heard on J. van Immersed, Pianoforte, W.A. Mozart (Beert, Belgium: 
Accent 58018D, 1980). 
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Registral imbalance, resulting particularly in a weak treble is another 
problem.4 The weak treble is partially compensated by the clear 
incisive attack that the leather hammers on Stephenson's instrument 
achieve (they produce an effective clavichord-like "tic"). But even 
though the treble decays quickly on fortepianos, such a decay can be 
"filled in" with the acoustic resonance of the case and the room, as 
may be heard on other recordings.5 On Stephenson's instrument the 
treble is very dry with no acoustic resonance (this is perhaps exa- 
cerbated by the dry recording technique). The esthetic merit of this 
instantaneous damping can easily be prejudiced by our present-day 
expectations of maximized resonance on modem pianos. 
Another factor that can contribute to the weak treble is the relative 
number of strings per note. Stephenson notes that his instrument, 
like its late-18'-century model, is double-strung throughout both the 
bass the and treble; this maintains treble clarity at the expense of its 
volume. The correction of treble volume deficiency by triple string- 
ing the treble was generally adopted by c.1800. In contrast to Ste- 
phenson's defense of double stringing, most surviving Steins are 
triple-strung in the treble, although some examples, presumably in- 
cluding the model for Stephenson's instrument, are double-strung 
throughout.6 The evolution of the fortepiano before 1800 toward 
increased volume by triple-stringing, even perhaps at the expense of 
what Stephenson calls thicker, more opaque tone color, raises the 
, question of the relative merits of technological "advances," as 
Stein's instruments were considered to be the best? and many later 
changes to be deleterious. Stephenson's instrument illustrates one 
builder's attempt at idealization. However, there is serious debate as 
to what is ideal and whether it is valid to idealize by hybridization or 
modernization. In the midst of these polemics stand the builders and 
their dilemma: to what extent should an original instrument's design 
be modified with the application of anachronistic or hybrid tech- 
nique (with our 20'-century knowledge of the effects of such 
One that is characteristic of early pianos in general, however; see Edwin M. 
Ripin, "Pianoforte," New Grove Dictionary, XIVf686. 
E.g., that of van Immerseel. 
Maribel Meisel and Philip R. Belt, "Pianoforte," The New Grove Dictionary, 
XIVl688. 
^ Mozart himself considered them to be superior instruments. See Richard 
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Example 1. Mozart, Sonata in A Minor (mm. 1-15) 
bad habit of notating ati appoggiatuias alike without regard for the 
following longer or shorter note.9 Stephenson's decisions, viewed in 
this light, seem justified, since performers were not often given con- 
sistent notation regarding appoggiatura duration. He also shapes the 
in two slurred Sths in contrasting ways (e.g. in 
the first appoggiatura note, whereas in m. 15 he 
plays it more quickly, cutting the value of the following note). 
Stephenson breaks up longer slurred units, an intuitively effective 
technique that calls attention to the underlying harmony. An 
example occurs in the Menuett in I> Major (K. 355), where 
Stephensoo^does not slw the last two quarter notes of the four-note 
unit (e.g. mm. 5, 7, and following), but he maintains the "sigh" (or 
sospiro) effect by slurring the first quarter note appoggiatura (see 
Example 2). 
Stephenson's performance, white effective at the single phrase level, 
sometimes lacks clarity in groups of sllined units. Turk discussed 
how after the last sl note, which was most often rhythmically 
weak, there was a separatioq to clarify the grouping and 
sometimes to let the music breathe.11 Stephenson, however, COR- 
tradicts this principle, as may be seen in the Rondo in D Major 
short appoggiatwa slurs ift the trtsfcle (see Example 31.12 
Daniel Gottlob Tiirk, School of Clavier Playing, trans. Raymond H. Haggh 
(Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1982), 202. 
lo As in Mozart's Werke. Here the text is based on Mozart's Autograph A 
version; see Jacob Lateiner's discussion in "An Interpreter's Approach to Mozart," 
Early Musk 20 (1992), 245-53. The NMA provides no slur over the middle-voice 
quarter-notes in m. 5. 
Ibid., 344-7. 
"AS in Masart's Werke. There is no difference in the NMA. 
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Example 2. Mozart, Menuett in B Major, vssa. 1-7 
Example 3. Rondo in D Major, ram. 16-20. 

1 
Example 4. Mozart, Rondo in D Major, mm. 1-9,6043. 
In the Adagio in C fur Glasharmonika ( K .  356) Stephenson con- 
tinually uses the sustaining lever, which blurs the inflections and 
harmonic syntax. Andreas Streicher suggested imitating the sustain- 
ed, ethereal sound of the glass harmonica, "through the raising of the 
dampers."18 However, Johann Milchmeyer added a cautionary note, 
"if one changes the chord, then the notes of the [chord] preceding 
[either] gradually die away if the expression allows it, or are damped 
. . . for without this care the resonance . . . would produce a horribly 
bad sound."19 I have compared Stephenson's rendition to that of 
two glass harmonica performers: Dennis James on a Benjamin 
Franklin-style glass harmonica and Bruno Hoffmann on original- 
styled musical glasses.20 In these recordings the interpreters phrase 
very accurately, neglecting none of the slurs, negotiate staccato 
passages and tapered notes with ease, exhibiting the essential sense 
of "lilt." By contrast, Stephenson's continual use of the damper 
lever breaks rank with theorists' suggestions by continually blurring 
the harmony. He could instead have occasionally substituted finger 
legato, as was ad~oca ted .~~  
Stephenson showed spontaneity and variety in his execution of trills. 
Although the treatises differ regarding the new method of execution 
of the trill starting on the main note,22 Stephenson starts most trills 
on the upper note. Sometimes this runs contrary to the musical con- 
*Â Andreas Streicher, Brief Remarks on the Playing, Tuning and Care of 
Fortepianos (Vienna: Albert, 1801), 5. 
" Johann Peter Milchmeyer, Die wahre Art das Pianoforte m Spielen 
(Dresden: Meinhold, 1797), 62. 
20 The Benjamin Franklin instrument played by Dennis James utilizes rotating 
German crystal bowls and is installed in an ornamental wooden case constructed by 
the fortepiano builder Paul Poletti, Dennis James: Glass Music (Berkeley: Glass 
Music, GM-1001 CD, 1994); Bruno Hoffmann: The Music of the Glass Harmonica 
(Hackensack: The Moss Music Group, Vox Unique label, division of Essex 
Entertainment, VU 9008, 1987). 
21 Finger legato instead of the damper pedal was advocated in articulating a 
legato line or to connect differing harmonies; Adam, 218-19, and Milchmeyer, 59, 
65-66. 
22 Louis Adam, Mithode de piano du Conservatoire (Paris: Magasin de 
Musique du Conservatoire Royal, 1804), 54. Adam recommended the main-note 
start (usually consonant) for most trills. Pierre Viguerie, L'art de toucher Ie piano- 
forte (Paris, Chez l'Auteur, 1797). In Viguerie, all trills start on the note above. 
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text, as for example when he inserts the note a in m. 74 of K. 310 as 
a prefix to the trill, this forming a dissonance against the high b. 
In this recording Stephenson successfully introduces his own ideas 
by sensing the discourse apparent in Mozart's works and by bringing 
out the currents of Empfindsamkeit, Sturrn und Drang, dynamic con- 
trasts, and principles that characterize Mozart's highly rhetorical yet 
mercurial style. Fortunately, Stephenson does not collapse his per- 
formance into estrangement from the rhetorical purpose of the mu- 
sic; rather he balances the tensions between Ausfuhrung and Aus- 
druck (Turk's distinction)23 through his own informed but highly 
colored readings, making this recording both rewarding and 
challenging for the listener.24 
MARISCHKA OLECH-HOPCROFT 
23 Turk, School of Clavier Playing, 337-38. See the discussion of these terms 
in Malcolm Bilson, "Execution and Expression in the Sonata in E-flat, K282," Early 
Music 20 (1992), 237-43. 
24 I would like to acknowledge the helpful discussions and critical readings of 
this review by Curtis Berak, Bruce K. Burchmore, Susan McClary, Robert Portillo, 
Harris S. Saunders, Jr., and Bruce Teter. 
